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Abstract
The present poster discusses a framework for improving System Level testability of an
Automotive SoC exploiting the Evolutionary Optimizer microGP to maximize core switching
activity. The present framework is meant for DUTs operating at voltages under specification,
in order to exacerbate latent delay faults. The optimizer, provided with a set of instructions and
operands, evolves generations of candidate Assembly programs. Each program is simulated and
ranked to progressively increase the switching activity.

Figure 1. Evolutionary Optimizer microGP:
Toggle Activity versus Dependency.

Figure 2. Evolutionary Optimizer microGP:
Dependency versus Toggle Activity.

Moreover, the ranking algorithm exploits a graph-based representation of instructions to
penalize individuals with a high percentage of Write-After-Write hazards, which prevent the
detection of errors occurred during the execution of the test program. We define Dependency
as the measure of the propagation ability of a stress program. At the end of the program, a
signature is produced from the registers and compared to the expected value, producing a
GO/NOGO signal. Figure 1 and 2 are showing the evolution of the automatic generation, guide

by Toggle Activity followed by Dependency, and vice versa. Figure 3 illustrates the
Dependency computation algorithm based on a graph representation of the functional program.
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Figure 3. Dependency grade computation algorithm
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